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Comments on project PIN 3287.17 – Onondaga Lake Parkway (NY Route 370) Safety Improvements, Town
of Salina and Village of Liverpool, Onondaga County:

Onondaga Lake Pkwy (OLP) road redesign

I don’t have a clear opinion on whether OLP should maintain 4 lanes or be reduced to 2 lanes. I think the
safety argument for a 2-lane road is not altogether convincing. It’s hard to argue the road is unsafe due to
having 4-lanes when 4-lane roads are ubiquitous and not normally considered unsafe. Perhaps, for better
decision-making, DOT should investigate further the cause of the above normal accident rate on OLP.

I suggest that the choice of 2 or 4 lanes should be more a question of community preference for the future
use and development of the OLP. My impression is that a more parkway-like environment with slower
speeds, cycle and pedestrian lanes or paths, and community access to the shoreline is the more desirable and
long-run beneficial option for the area. But such option does not necessarily exclude a 4-lane road.

A side note: I am struck by the fact that on this project DOT is quite comfortable with converting
a ~2 mile 4-lane highway to a slower 2-lane street, apparently having determined it will not
negatively impact traffic overall. And yet, for the I-81 project, speed provided on 1.5 miles of
I-81 between I-690 and Destiny Mall is treated as sacrosanct.

Causes of accidents on OLP

DOT indicated that most accidents on OLP were were near the railroad bridge and the nearby bend in the
road. I found this to be curious and wondered if most accidents coincided at times/days with the morning or
afternoon sun near the horizon. If there is a correlation, knowing it may help inform what safety measures
in road design may be most effective.

Projected changes in traffic volumes

According to DOT, roughly 1/3 of OLP traffic will shift to Old Liverpool Rd if OLP is changed to a slower
2-lane road, which will require restructuring some major intersections. This seems dubious because OLP,
not having intersections, will still be faster—and more pleasant—than Old Liverpool Rd. In any case, I am
very much in favor of re-envisioning the relevant intersections, especially a conversion to roundabouts.
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Revisit the roundabout options

DOT showed roundabout designs for Old Liverpool Rd at Heid’s corner and Electronics Pkwy. They were
both indicated as inclined toward rejection: Heid’s corner could not handle the required volume (perceived
not big enough?); the reason for Electronics Pkwy was unclear, but possibly inconveniently big for the space.
It seems to me that both roundabouts were designed significantly larger than necessary, as if speed was the
focus rather than volume capacity. In comparing US roundabouts to the European experience, it appears
the Europeans (who have far more experience with roundabouts) have found smaller—and less complex—
roundabouts satisfactory and preferable to larger ones. The motto seems to be “big enough but no bigger”,
with “big enough” focused on volume capacity and not speed through the roundabout.

In this project we are dealing with an urban environment with 30 mph streets. Prioritizing speed serves no
purpose. As long as a roundabout increases real world traffic volume capacity over a traditional intersection,
it is worth adopting.

The Heid’s corner roundabout design appears to have an inscribed circle of ~180ft (estimated; no data from
DOT). Since the space is cramped and the Electronics Pkwy roundabout has an inscribed circle of ~200ft
(estimated), I surmise that DOT preferred it to be bigger and this is why DOT rejected the design due to
insufficient capacity.

I suggest DOT explore a 2-lane roundabout with an inscribed circle no larger than ~150ft1. This is large
enough for a full size tractor trailer to negotiate comfortably on both the inner and outer lane. That seems
the only size requirement of merit for this urban location. The smaller roundabout will also fit nicely in the
available space and will create a more calm, cozy, urban, and piazza-like environment, which will benefit
Liverpool Village long-run development attraction. See Figure 1.

Figure 1: Heid’s corner roundabout option. Left: DOT design. Right: suggested smaller version; both 1st
St and Willow St stop short of roundabout (other routes are provided) in favor of creating a large
pedestrian area. Images are matched to size.

1Also consider a smaller german-style “compact two-lane roundabout” for some locations: two lanes wide, no lane marking in
circle, with two-lane entry and one lane exit; it improves gap filling while operating mostly like a one-lane roundabout.
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The Electronics Pkwy design appears to have an inscribed circle of ~200ft (estimated). It seems both un-
necessarily large and complex. There are multiple slip lanes at the northern end (one separated, one not); it
encroaches considerably on surrounding private property; and its large size causes the slip lanes to consume
proportionately more space as well.

Again, a 150ft roundabout should suffice at this location. It would fit much better and provide a more calm,
cozy, and attractive urban environment for future development. Since this roundabout has only 3-legs, the
need for any slip lanes at all is questionable. In any case, consider adding a slip lane only if it is truly needed
for traffic flow capacity (not extra speed); minimizing slip lanes will substantially reduce the overall size of
the intersection. See Figure 2.

Figure 2: Electronics Pkwy and Old Liverpool Rd roundabout option. Left: DOT design. Right: suggested
smaller and simpler version (slip lanes optional). Images are matched to size.

Consider raising the railroad bridge

Raising the railroad bridge would allow all truck traffic to use OLP; it would eliminate bridge accidents and
traffic disruptions from truck turn-arounds; and the numerous warning signs and active signaling systems
could be eliminated. Allowing trucks on OLP will reduce traffic on Old Liverpool Rd and also reduce
pollution overall because there are no intersections on OLP (no idling traffic) in contrast to Old Liverpool
Rd.

DOT staff has claimed on this project—as well as the I-81 project—that raising a railroad bridge just 1ft
is cost prohibitive because it requires regrading a mile (5,280ft) on each side of the bridge. Clearly this is
an error since a 1% grade increase provides a 1ft rise per 100ft of run. Raising the OLP bridge 5ft would
require regrading only 500ft each side. In rebuilding the bridge, it could be lengthened to provide for the
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desired cycle and pedestrian paths. The bridge should have been raised long ago. Do the right thing and
raise the bridge.

Along with raising the bridge, also consider—as another resident suggested—moving the crossing to near
the NE corner of the lake (putting the tracks along the north side of OLP), if possible. It would free-up the
lake shore to community access and a vastly superior loop-the-lake path environment.

Consider all of Liverpool Village when making major changes to streets and
intersections

In reviewing this project, I was drawn to the street and traffic situation of Liverpool village center. I see
too many streets and intersections in the village center while at the same time little useful pedestrian space.
There are two blocks of park space, but they are islands surrounded by busy roads. I suspect they are rarely
used and serve mostly as decoration. I also see mostly parking lots, undeveloped land, and a smattering of
1-2 story buildings.

If the Liverpool community would like the village to develop into a more mixed-use and pedestrian-friendly
place, they should make sure the decisions on this project will fit well with their future vision for the village.

Included below is a very rough initial and incomplete conception of a revised Liverpool village center. The
key concept is a reduction of roads and intersections by bringing Oswego St and 2nd St together one block
earlier via a roundabout. The space that was the small park, part of the larger park, plus the street reduction
is transfered to either side of Oswego St and becomes accessible as a radically enlarged sidewalk or, more
accurately, a piazza-like space. In addition, 1st St and Willow St stop short of connecting to Heid’s corner
(other routes are provided) in order to extend the piazza-like environment further and provide a calmer and
cozier Heid’s corner. A very nice gateway to the village. See Figure 3.

Figure 3: Liverpool village renewal concept; white 3D buildings are existent; yellowish ones represent po-
tential infill.

See additional views on next page.
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Figure 4: Closeups of roundabout at Onondaga Lake Parkway and Old Liverpool Rd.

Figure 5: Closeup of roundabout at Oswego St and 2nd St.
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